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Executive Summary

EURELECTRIC supports the EU 2020 Strategy aimed at rolling out broadband internet in Europe, which will

result in substantial economic and social benefits.

To this end, EURELECTRIC recognises that cooperation between electricity and telecoms network operators

– e.g. sharing network infrastructure and coordinating civil engineering projects – can help to reduce

broadband deployment costs and stimulate broadband investment.

However, the proposed Regulation gives rise to the following five concerns:

 The EU approach should build on ‘carrots’, not ‘sticks’: it should make it economically attractive for

electricity distribution system operators (DSOs) to cooperate with third parties, rather than setting

mandatory cooperation requirements.

 The proposal must ensure that DSOs can continue to undertake important operations, maintenance or

safety measures in their networks without being unduly constrained by obligations to telecoms

service providers.

 The proposed obligation on DSOs to make available their physical infrastructure to telecom operators is

disproportionate and could infringe upon DSOs’ ownership rights.

 Infrastructure sharing between DSOs and telecoms operators must be based on a well-structured

approach that clearly sets out the responsibilities and costs of all parties involved.

 Fundamentally, the proposed measures would all be implemented at a local level, with a low

likelihood of cross-border market effects. The EU should therefore grant Member States the flexibility

to implement its proposed measures in a way that suits their local context. EURELECTRIC therefore

considers an EU Directive rather than a Regulation to be more appropriate.
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General Comments

EURELECTRIC supports the EU 2020 Strategy aimed at delivering sustainable economic and social benefits

from a digital market based on fast and ultra-fast internet – mainly fibre networks. EURELECTRIC fully

recognises the economic potential achieved by infrastructure sharing and better coordination of civil

engineering projects as a way to lower broadband deployment costs and stimulate broadband investment.

EURELECTRIC acknowledges that the main cost reduction could be achieved by better coordination of civil

infrastructure works, which cover up to 80% of Next Generation Access Networks (NGA) investments.

EURELECTRIC therefore agrees with the intention of the proposed Regulation to make better use of

cooperation potential between electricity and telecoms network operators.

However, EURELECTRIC has the following five general concerns with respect to the proposed Regulation:

1. The proposal should in our view build on rights that give distribution system operators (DSOs)

economic incentives to cooperate with third parties in civil engineering projects instead of setting

obligations based on regulated terms and prices. The incentive regime should build on ‘carrots’, not on

‘sticks’. Therefore commercial returns from making electricity infrastructure available should be

protected and adequately remunerated. Such additional returns should not impact existing regulated

returns.

2. Wherever network infrastructures are being overlaid with telecoms, care must be given in advance to

ensuring that network maintenance or other network operations which could impact on

infrastructural availability are not impaired and that suitable commercial arrangements are in place to

ensure clarity and fairness when such situations arise. It is vital that important operations or

maintenance are not complicated by concerns around commercial obligations to telecoms service

providers where this can be avoided:

 Installation of telecommunications infrastructure on network assets may require outages and

challenging procedures from a technical and safety point of view. The resulting additional costs in

installation and maintenance should not be overlooked.

 Policymakers must be aware that electricity infrastructures and their operations are by necessity

bound by certain standards, rules and procedures which render them inflexible under certain

situations. This may require telecoms companies to adapt their standard operating procedures

where they have infrastructures deployed on electricity networks.

We believe that due to the safety parameters of most electricity distribution networks, sharing with

communications companies is not usually mutually beneficial, unless properly remunerated. As such the

preference would be to bring this Regulation under article 191 as opposed to article 114, which does not

restrict national flexibilities.
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3. It is essential to protect the infrastructure owner’s or leaseholder’s entrepreneurial freedom, freedom

of contract, property rights, security of supply and business secrets. An efficient company puts in place

only as much infrastructure as needed for its own business purposes; it does not typically have free

capacities at its disposal. We believe that the proposed obligation on DSOs to ‘unbundle’ physical

infrastructure to third party telecom operators is neither in accordance with the principle of

proportionality nor the principle of protecting ownership rights.

4. Any assessment of the option to open utility infrastructure to telecoms operators should examine the

opportunities and risks, including any impact on the investments underway or planned by utility

network operators, telecom operators and others. It is essential to establish a well-structured

professional approach to infrastructure sharing in which responsibilities and costs are clearly set out

and understood by all parties involved.

Therefore, to further develop high-speed electronic communication networks, we believe it is necessary to

follow the following process:

I. Analyse the need for development of high-speed electronic communication networks (many areas

are already well developed);

II. Analyse where the market cannot develop high-speed electronic communication or there are

opportunities to lower the costs by adequately exploiting synergies;

III. Analyse which infrastructure is appropriate to support the development of high-speed electronic

communication;

IV. Initiate voluntary procedures like information forums or bilateral agreements on a case by case

basis;

V. If steps 1 to 4 are not successful, set up in defined areas the special actions that are needed.

5. EURELECTRIC considers that the proposed measures – infrastructure sharing, information provision,

street work coordination and inbuilt broadband equipment in buildings – would all be implemented at

a local level. There is little prospect of these measures having a cross-border market effect, as the

issues the Regulation seeks to address are not applicable to the core network that crosses national

borders.

We therefore believe that the Regulation’s intended aim – to support superfast broadband rollout by

lowering the cost of civil engineering works – would be best achieved by action at Member State level. In

case the EC persists in EU-level action, the measures should be modified and set out in a Directive rather

than a Regulation, allowing Member States to implement the proposed measures according to their

national circumstance.
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Specific Comments

On article 2:

Telecommunication companies may find the sharing capabilities of energy networks more compelling in

“Not Spots” or “White Spots”. It is however unlikely that the speed of the telecom bitrate at those locations

would be as high as the minimum specified 30Mbps.

On Article 3:

The sharing of (not fully loaded -now and still in the future) existing infrastructures for the rollout of

broadband networks could have synergy effects. There are already proven cases of successful co-

deployment of telecoms infrastructures on electricity networks. Lessons can and should be learned from

these.

Where the electricity network owner and operator is also the owner of the telecom assets, very significant

efficiencies can be achieved in the operation, maintenance, repair and development of both systems. This

may offer more efficient, improved means of access for telecommunications companies to infrastructures

which equally ensure that high speed broadband services can be made available.

Similarly, the cooperation between utilities and telecom operators can contribute to the reduction of

investment, operational and maintenance costs through a more efficient use of resources by properly

exploiting synergies opportunities where suitable infrastructures are already available and can be properly

used to assist communication infrastructure developments.

Furthermore where applicable, the combination of utility communications systems as a backbone for utility

critical purposes and the right to access commercial infrastructure to meet final mile or “dark spot”

locations where there are no “mission-critical” requirements could prove a highly effective solution

reflecting the requirement of commercial providers to deliver 100% coverage which is not required from a

utility “mission-critical” standpoint.

 However, since DSOs have existing obligations which require them to connect every single

customer, no matter how remote or isolated, they must not be competitively disadvantaged in any

wholesale telecommunications functions by obligations to provide de facto reduced cost access to

telecoms operators with whom they could be in competition in more popular areas, but who would

not be subject to any obligations to reach the final customer.

Where wholesale bandwidth services or access to infrastructures are already available, care must

be taken in introducing this regulation that the underlying investments are devalued nor the
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services compromised. As the legislation is without prejudice to existing detailed law and

regulation, it must also not compromise the commercial rights of those already active in the area.

The inclusion of existing and new-build infrastructure from utility companies should be a win-win

where utilities must be guaranteed the income from the utilization of their infrastructure by

telecom operators.

 The most common access issues encountered between network operators involve safety. Any site

access would have to be subject to the very stringent safety procedures applied by the network

operators. This may require but is not limited to those partaking the survey having specific safety

training and qualifications, certain restrictions in the nature of access, supervision, etc. This

requires being included as an objective criterion for denial of access. The regulation is also not clear

on what compensation rules may need to be established such as when natural occurrences take

down power lines or towers.

 Both utility and telecom networks have different hierarchical levels. Hence, there should also be

included as an objective criterion for denial of access the case of mismatch between existing utility

and demanding telecom levels.

 EURELECTRIC is also concerned about the EC statement that the proposed Regulation is without

prejudice to any specific regulatory measure, including the imposition of remedies on undertakings

having significant market power (SMP), taken by the national regulatory authorities (NRA’s) under

the Union regulatory framework for electronic communication.

The existing EU framework for electronic communication is asymmetrical by nature and only

addresses remedies (e.g. unbundling, regulated wholesale prices) upon operators designated with

SMP on the basis of a market analysis procedure carried out by the NRA’s.

In some of the Member States DSOs are also involved in commercial rollout of fibre infrastructure

to consumers and public/private businesses – based on long term investments in fibre

infrastructure. These companies should not only be considered as DSOs, but also as Telco’s who

operate within the EU framework for electronic communications. They are often in competition

with the incumbent operators who still obtain a dominant position in the broadband and cable-TV

markets.

Therefore, we consider the proposed obligation for DSOs to meet requests from telecom operators

to access to their physical infrastructure, e.g. fibre ducts and street cabinets, on regulated terms, a

major paradigm shift in the existing telecom regulation – shifting from asymmetrical regulation to
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symmetrical regulation – where all operators, including new entrants, are confronted with

identical regulation and burdens.

The Proposal has in our view a one-eyed focus on lowering broadband deployment costs not taking the

nature of long term competition in the broadband field into sufficient consideration. The final Proposal

should take this important aspect into account, namely by maintaining the asymmetrical regulation in

the telecom sector, which is the foundation for the EU regulatory framework for electronic

communication.

 Finally, many of the details of sharing regimes will be inherently local in nature. Utilities act in

different ways and local organisations will have to coordinate works between various local actors.

The EC can provide general guidelines, but the practical implementation of coordination between

infrastructure providers needs to be undertaken at local level.

Article 4:

Systematic infrastructure mapping is vital for many aspects of network deployment, especially when using

a geo-referenced tool. Knowledge of existing passive infrastructure is essential in order to plan the

deployment of the network in view of the possibility to share existing facilities and to negotiate access with

owners of these facilities. The use of a geo-referenced tool has to serve some specific concrete projects:

only registered users should be able to get access to data and this access should be limited in deepness of

details and time. The proposed Regulation gives room to access too detailed information. At the same

time, we believe that the data owner has to be informed about viewers of his infrastructure information in

the geo-tool.

Creating of inventories can also be costly, certainly for distribution system operators with old assets and

poor records. As it may be much easier for some utilities than other to gather the relevant information

about their often very old legacy networks, this may have to be reflected in the compensation to these data

for interested parties.  The cost of introducing systematic mapping including the burden on electricity

infrastructure owners also depends on how much minimum information is to be provided and how easy

this can be done. A cost benefit analysis will need to demonstrate that the benefits outweigh these costs

and some form of cost recovery will be required.

Furthermore, EURELECTRIC believes that the proposal does not clarify what will happen with the

infrastructure data once made available. Information of DSO’s facilities should be treated under very

severe confidentiality obligations, as another kind of security issues may arise (i.e. terrorism). Concerns

regarding the security implications of publicising networks information must be carefully taken into
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account. This is increasingly the case as remote operational and monitoring tele-connectivity of these

networks will increase the exposure of field devices which offer potential cyber security risks as points of

entry to central control systems. This is particularly important as some parts of energy networks and

telecom networks are considered as critical Infrastructure. Open access to the details of these

infrastructures would therefore be problematic.

Knowledge about the infrastructure has therefore to be limited to companies with a legitimate interest. It is

thus absolutely necessary to protect the owner or leaseholder of the infrastructure from data abuse. The

obligation for in-site surveys in Art.4 (5) has to be removed since it entails an encroachment in property

rights.

Last but not least, the one month deadline can be impossible to achieve in case of massive requests taking

place simultaneously.

Article 5:

A common and coordinated process for laying new ducts between operators and utilities can be expected

to have significant economic and social benefits. An obvious benefit is the avoidance of disruption of the

mobility of citizens. Furthermore, in addition to cost and time benefits for operators, municipalities gain

from efficiencies of coordinated efforts, avoidance of manpower and utilities. In addition, a strict

coordination between operators, utility companies and local municipalities can significantly reduce damage

to existing ducts.

However, with regard to enhanced transparency of planned civil works, a distinction should be drawn

between long-term investment planning and short-term execution working plans. Distribution grid

operators often need a long timeframe in order to trigger effective coordination (at least 6-12 months

before the execution). Energy infrastructures are complex and it takes a wide check to arrange all

information or draft contracts. Plus, prepublication of details of maintenance work may necessarily carry a

degree of uncertainty due to the complexity, security and safety aspects pertaining to this, as well as the

urgency of certain works being undertaken at specific opportune junctures.

Article 6:

The regulation provides for a large duty for the regulator. The regulator (as supervisor) will act as an

information point for the commercial sector, which is an extension of its work (for some countries). In

addition, the NRA’s will need to assess whether there is a reasonable price offer by the telecom companies

and whether an infrastructure manager refused on the objective criteria correctly assessed.
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The regulation is unclear in how payments made to DSOs under a sharing agreement will be treated by the

regulator. It is also not fully understood how this regulation will overcome the true bottlenecks such as way

leaves governing DSO assets on private land and restricting their use to energy distribution purposes.

Article 9:

This article states that the national regulatory authority which fulfils the tasks provided in Article 20 of

Directive 2002/21/EC shall perform the function of the national dispute settlement body.

This would be the telecommunications regulator, who has no jurisdiction or knowledge on energy matters.

Hence, in case of absence of agreement between the different kinds of network operators (utility and a

telecom operator) the telecommunications regulator will have to work with the energy regulator to

address specific energy regulation based disputes.
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